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step one
 

your essence



Before we can share with the world who we are, we need to get to know ourselves. Who are 
you under all those labels? How do you see yourself ? What are your strengths, weaknesses, 
what’s your story? In the end our image is a way of expressing who we are.
It is from this place of self-awareness and self-love that we can unapologetically share who we 
are through our personality, body language and image. It is from this place that we can stop 
being so worried about what others think, about being judged and criticised.
I want you start embracing all of who you are including the wrinkles, extra kilos and the not so 
perfect parts of your body. Because they make you! And you are perfectly imperfect. 
It is from this place as well that you become more magnetic to those around you, that you start 
getting noticed for your great energy. 
The more aligned we are with who we truly are the happier we will feel. When we are authentic 
to ourselves everything works better. We make decisions that actually feel great to us.

   Re-connecting to your essense is all about 
loving and appreciating the woman you are today 
(inside and out) and the journey you’ve been 
through

1. Who are you? When you peel away all the labels what is left?

2. What is your story?
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3. What inspires you? What do you love doing. 

4. How do you view yourself at the moment?

5. How do you want to view yourself?

6. How much of who you are and your story is infused in your personal brand?
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step two
 

your magnetic personality



1. What comes to mind when people hear your name? Ask 3 people how would the 
describe you in 3 words. 

2. What makes you different? What are your skills and talents?

3. How do you make people feel special? Are you being memorable? 
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step three
 

powerful communicat ions
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1. Do you have a great handshake? Do you remember names?

2. Have you considered how you come across to people and if you need to adjust your 
approachability/credibility positions? 

3. Do you stand tall and are you watching the energy you bring into a room when you first 
enter?  



step four 
identify your body 

shape
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Your body shape is basically dictated by the shape from your shoulders to your upper  
body to your lower body, as well as by your waist. 

Following the instructions in this section, please make sure you make all the notes you 
need and clearly identify which  parts of your body you want to enhance and which ones 
you want to minimise.

Don’t skip this step, as all the tips from now on will be based on this concept.

parts I want to enhance:

parts I want to minimise:



step six 
focal points
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What are the best areas of your body?

What are the areas you discovered above in section 3 that you want to emphasise? What 
type of focal points can you use?

List the parts of your body you want to minimise here. Make sure you don’t create focal 
points in these areas.

Note: Remember to make sure your focal points are placed on the areas you want to 
emphasise and away from the areas you want to minimise.



step seven
 

how to use vertical & 
horizontal influence
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How to use Vertical Influence
This amazing influence creates the illusion of elongation and helps you look slimmer.

By wearing vertical lines, we can magically help an area of our body appear to be longer  
and, as a result, thinner.

Where do you want to add vertical influence?

How to use Horizontal Influence
This strong influence has the power to make an area appear to be wider. It causes your  
eyes to move from side to side in a horizontal  direction.

Where do you want to add horizontal influence?

above the waist

below the waist

around my face

above the waist

below the waist

around my face



step eight
 

how to use circular 
influence ~

collars & necklines
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How to use Circular Influence
This influence has a power similar to that of the horizontal, as it widens and shortens  an 
area. It also has the ability, however, to soften features and shapes. It is an influence  
associated with femininity because it creates curves that are suggestive of the natural  
curves of the body.

Where do you want to add circular influence?

Best necklines and collars for you:
Taking into consideration if you want to emphasise or elongate your torso, which of these  
necklines work best for you?

above the waist

below the waist

around my face

‘V’ neckline (universally good for everyone)  

High rounded

Equal depth (universally good for everyone)  

Horizontal (Do you want to add width to your  torso?)

Vertical - deep ‘V’ (Do you want to elongate your torso?)  

Circular (Do you want to add width to your torso? Be 

careful if you have a rounded face.)



step nine
 

the much-loved sleeves
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What is your main aim to create on your torso? Do you want your torso to appear to be  
wider or slimmer? Keeping that in mind, which sleeve types work best for you?

There is another factor to keep in mind. Your waist and hips!

Do you have a thick waist? If that is the case, avoid sleeves that end at waist height when  
you are standing and have your arms by your  side.

If you have a rectangular frame, you want to avoid at all costs bringing attention to your  
waist, so the above comment applies to you as  well.

If you have wide hips, avoid sleeves that are full at the wrists or full sleeves, as they will  
increase the apparent width of your hips.

If you do have a defined waist, you will look OK with full sleeves, but you will look even  
better if you wear those types of tops in lightweight fabrics and with a belt, or ones with  
waist enhancement, so your waist doesn’t end up buried under all the fabric.

tapered

full sleeve

cap

angled flutter



steps ten
 

the perfect length
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The Perfect Length: Tops & Jackets
Short legs and long torso? (You will look best wearing waist length and shorter.) Long legs 
and short torso? (You will look best wearing high hip length and longer.) Wide hips? (Avoid 
hemlines that sit at the widest part of your hips.)

After reading the instructions, mark which lengths are best for you

What skirt is best for you?
It’s very easy: Do you want to minimise or enhance your hips 

But be careful. If you still want to look slimmer, avoid full A-line skirts. Do the same if you 
have a petite frame, as you will look unbalanced if you choose to wear full A-line skirts.

If you have a pear shape (have wide hips) and the difference between your tops and     
bottoms is more than two sizes, please avoid tapered shapes, as they will overemphasise 
the width of your hips. You will look better in straight skirts.

cropped

above hipline

widest part of hips

knuckle length

fingertip and longer

minimise: You are best in tapered and straight skirts. 

enhance: You are best in subtle and full A-line skirts.
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The Perfect Length: Skirts & Dresses
Ask yourself these questions:

What is the best part of my legs? (Show it!)

What is the thickest/not-so-good part of my legs? (Avoid hemlines that end at that point.) 
Do I want my legs to appear to be longer? (Shorter skirts will be best for you.)
Remember, you don’t want a hemline to be at the widest part of your legs, as it will make 
them look even fuller. You also don’t want the hemline at the not-so-good part because 
hemlines can act as focal points that end up bringing attention to that ‘undesirable   area’.

Now, select the lengths that are best for you:

short – Your legs will appear longer, but be careful. You 
don’t want it too short if you are older than 30 years old or 
are not slim.

knee length – Most professional length and appropriate for 
everyone.

calf length

Hemline with detail – Just be aware that you are creating 
a low focal point, so unless you are very tall and have long 
legs/short torso, you might want to balance it with a high 
focal point.
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Pants & Jeans
Ask yourself these questions:

What type of pockets are best for you?

Do you want to make your legs longer or want to appear taller? 

Avoid cropped pants in very contrasting colours (contrasting with the colour of your skin).

For longer looking legs opt instead for Capri pants –slim leg in colours that are closer to 
your skin colour. Team them up with sandals that show lots of skin around your feit and are 
on a nude colour.



steps fourteen
 

pat terns & shapes
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Does Pattern Complement your Body 
Shape?

If you want to appear to be slimmer, be aware of the fact that pattern can make you appear 
to be bigger. If you are more on the ‘heavy side’ avoid pattern, as it will only make you 
look heavier. Stick to solid colours and add texture with necklaces that create a vertical 
influence on your torso.

Underwear and Shape Wear
Let’s check all your underwear. Take it all out and let’s try it on.

Is your bust well-positioned on your torso?

Do your straps fit properly and are they not visible with your tops?

If you answered ‘No’ to any of this questions, you need a BETTER bra!

Make a point of getting yourself fitted by a professional so you know, once and for all, your 
right size.

As for shape wear, think about whether you could do with a little ‘help’ when wearing more 
fitted clothes.

NOW:

do you want to emphasise your torso? Easy! Use pattern on 

your tops

do you need to buy new bras?  
(If yes, please add this item to your to do list.)

do you need to buy some shapewear?
(If yes, please add this item to your to do list.)
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What is your Face Shape?

Write down here, following the instructions in Section 14: Face Shape, what works best for 
you:

What are the best types of earrings for your face shape?

What is the best type of haircut for you?

What is the best blush position for you?

round

oval

square

oblong



step seventeen
 

accessories
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Organise your Accessories
Taking into consideration your face shape and neck length, what type of 
accessories suit you best?

The ones that have circular influence The ones that have horizontal influence The 
ones that have vertical influence

If you have an oval face and an average length neck, all of the above will work for 
you. Based on your bone structure, what are the best size accessories for you?

Small 

Medium

Medium to large

Next, let’s see if you can see all or at least most of your accessories easily. Go to 
where you have them stored and check how long it will take you to get access to 
most of them and be able to SEE what you own.

Less than 1 minute – Congratulations! You get to 
use your accessories quite often.

More than 2 minutes – Hmm, I wonder if you have 
all that time every morning to go through them.

More than four minutes – No wonder you never get 
to wear what you own.

The key here is that you can see them, so storage is important.

Do you need to sort your accessories and re-organise them? Please add this 
item to your to do list.)



step eighteen 
your colours
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Your Colours
Do you think you have a cool or warm complexion? That is, do you look better in warm 
colours or cool colours?

What is your dominant colouring type?

Still confused? I can help. No matter where you are in the world, we can still work 
together.

Now what colour are your eyes? Depending on the colour of your eyes, these two colours 
will work great on you.

light

warm

clear

deep

cool

soft



step nineteen 
your style personality
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Your Style Personality
Finding your style personality it’s not only fun but it can help you save time and money 
when it comes to buying   clothes

We all have our unique personality. And it’s the same with style; we will have preferences 
for some type of   clothing.

Some women prefer a feminine look, other will like it sexy, others are more creative.

What do you think your Style personality is:

o Feminine
o Natural
o Sexy
o Creative
o Dramatic
o Classic
o Elegant



step twenty
 

your wardrobe
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Let’s Check Your Wardrobe
We are going to allow two days to do this.

Now that you have such a great understanding of what works for you and what 
doesn’t, it’s time to go through the clothes you own to do a clean up of what you 
have.

Make a pile with clothes you love but never get to wear (for whatever reason) and 
try to understand why you don’t get to wear them. Are they too big? Too small? 
Are they poor orphans in your wardrobe - meaning they don’t go with anything 
you own? Is the colour not right for you, or is it the style that is not right for you?

Also, take a few minutes to reflect on this:

• What do you find is mainly happening when you go to your wardrobe in the morning to 
choose what to wear?

• What types of clothes suit your lifestyle at the moment? 
• Do you find it easy to buy and wear colourful clothes?
• Are you wearing the same things over and over again, even though you have a wardrobe full 

of clothes?

I recommend you follow these steps:

1. sort
Go through your entire wardrobe in detail and discover the gems hidden at the 
back of it that you have forgotten existed. Check every single space in your 
wardrobe. Sort all the contents by clothing type: pants, jeans, tops, etc., and do 
the same with shoes, accessories, and bags.

Make sure you check your best styles from this workbook with the styles you 
own. Ask yourself:

Are the styles I own the styles that best complement my body shape?

If the answer is no, think how you can maybe alter or layer your clothes to achieve 
a style that best suits your body shape.

Otherwise, think if it is worth keeping.
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Do the same with the colour:

Does this colour work for me or washes me out?

Can I layer it in a way that complements best my completion or is it worth keeping it?
The idea here is to analyse each piece of clothing you own based on what you have 
learnt. You want to have a wardrobe full of clothes that suit you and work fantastically well 
for you. Not full of clothes but clothes that don’t necessarily work for you.

2. purge:
This step will take a while, so please allow at least a couple of hours so you can finish it all 
at once.

Create five piles of clothing:

• To keep
• For charity
• To be altered
• To be stored
• And to get rid of!

3. assess:
Analyse what are you going to keep in your wardrobe or wardrobes.

Decide how you want to store your clothes. Is it going to be by colours, or by type? 

Alternatively, you want to separate casual from work.

4. store away:
Decide what you need to store in a different place for the next seasons. Understand your 
space limitations and find ways to organise your clothing. 

Look for creative ways of using space underneath the beds or on top of your wardrobes.

Do this for clothes that you will not be using this season.



step twenty-a
 

your shopping list
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Shopping List
Now that you have a good understanding of what you own and what you are going to 
keep, it is important for you to look a bit deeper to find out what is missing.

When was the last time you made a shopping list for clothes by carefully looking into your 
wardrobe to find your missing pieces? I am guessing…never.

In addition, have you made sure that you own all the wardrobe basics that will help you 
create a very versatile wardrobe?

By understanding your best styles and colours now, it will be so much easier to make this 
shopping list.

Here are my top 12 basic wardrobe staples:

1. Good underwear and shapewear
2. A pair of good black pants/trousers
3. 2 pairs of jeans: dark blue and black
4. A white smart casual/dressy blouse or top
5. A black smart casual/dressy blouse or top
6. A black knee-length or just-above-the-knee skirt
7. A little black dress
8. 2 coats or jackets - one in black and one in a  colour
9. Camisoles in different colours and black and white
10. At least 3 statement necklaces: gold, silver and colour
11. Medium to high heel peep toe shoes in black or nude colour
12. A pair of black boots

Make a point of going shopping to get all these items into your wardrobe. You will be 
surprised at how much you will get out of them.
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You Are Ready!
There is lots of information here, but by now, you will have a very clear guide in this 
workbook. Make sure you have completed all the sections.

Read your workbook with all your answers to check that everything is making sense.

Remember that we all get carried away buying clothes because we like the colour OR  
style. We tend to buy on impulse. Now, however, you have lots of information and tools 
to help you understand that colour + perfect fit and style means you are going 
to love it and wear it many times.

So, we just need to plan a bit more with your wardrobe 
and be more selective when shopping. That is the key to 
success when creating a wardrobe that works for you 
and that you love.

Next time before you buy something, ask yourself:

• Do I love this style?
• Does it suit my style 

personality?
• Is this colour going to make me 

look alive, healthy, and attractive?
• Do I have at least three things I can wear with 

this? 

If the answer is no, make a point to go straight to the next shop to buy something that 
will complete the outfit.

And last but not least, ENJOY your wardrobe, because the idea is to wake up every 
morning and LOVE all the options you have to wear every day.

I am absolutely passionate about helping women create wardrobes that work for them, 
the type of wardrobes that inspire you when you walk to your closet in the morning to 
pick your outfit of the day. Don’t underestimate the power of these simple guidelines. 
They can make a massive difference in the way you look, but most importantly to the 
way you feel!

And remember, I am always here if you would like to explore your style and personal 
brand more.

info@albagomez.com.au



part three

your WOW NOW Style & 
Personal Brand!
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Bringing all the elements together
With all the elements together you can put your best foot forward in all situations. 
It is time to appreciate the beautiful woman you are, claim your power and act with 
confidence. And most importantly to feel and look amazing!

• Your brand words. What are the 3 words that best describe how you want people to 
perceive you? 

• What is the tone and personality of your personal brand? (fun, professional, inspiring, 
educational, empowering, etc.)? 

• Do you know how to dress to balance your femininity and credibility, depending on 
what is needed in a situation? 

• What do you want your personal brand to become? What will it achieve? 
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• Describe your personal brand taking into consideration all the elements? 

• How are you going to communicate your personal brand? Online and in person. What 
are the main areas with room for improvement?


